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WERE BURNED TO DEATH
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HAS MUCH
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SAY ABOUT CONDI-

MEXICO.
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AND

FUGITIVE

HE THINKS

IS

ALL

NOW

AFTER
MILES

IM-

REBELS ARE

ARRIVING
HAVING

AND

150

TRAVELED

OF

TELLS

OVERLAND,

DEVASTATION

BANDITS.

IN EL PASO,

HAVOC

MADE

BY VICTORS.

VERY FEW UNDERSTAND
SITUATION.

REBELS STOP A TRAIN
EN ROUTE FOR CHIHUAHUA

HE SAYS

Washington, D. C July 26. Ambassador Henry I,une Wilson, on his arrival here for conferences
on the
Mexican situation with President Wilson and Secretary Bryan, announced
he had prepared a memorandum suggesting the policy the American government should pursue.
While declining to divulge its nature until he had submitted his views
tc the president and Mr. Bryan, the
ambassador characterized as impracticable proposals for mediation by an

HI

Paso, Texas, July 28.

Practical-

larger stores In the city
of Duraiigo and between 40 and 60
smaller ones, were destroyed by rebels
ly all of the

under Urbina, when with 4200 men he
took that city a few days ago.
Ben Agulrre, who is in Kl Paso after
walking more than 150 miles to escape from Durango, brought with him
a list of the larger stores that were
destroyed. They are;
La Sueza, German, hardware; Fran-cia
Martlma, French, drygoods;
American commission.
Correa, Mexican, general merchanAmbassador Wilson said he expectjewdise; La Parla,
ed to return to Mexico City by the
elry; Abudancia, Mexican, groceries;
steamer sailing next Thursday fror.i
Aguila de Oro, Mexican, printing;
New York. He resented the suggestCruz Itojo, Mexican, drugs; La
ion that he would be called to account
FJIegancia, Servian, dry goods; Puerta
for his personal acts.
de Vera Cruz, Spanish, groceries; No.
"I recognize that the president and
11, Spanish, groceries; La Mexicana,
secretary have a right, however," he
Mexican, dry goods; Durango Clothing
said, "to question me about anything."
Company, American, Durango MercanThe ambassador described his treattile Company, American, general merment by President Wilson and SecreAmerican Grocery Comchandise;
tary Bryan hitherto courteous in ev
pany, American, groceries; Kl Castillo,
ery respect, except one the sending
Spanish, groceries; Maximo Damm,
of separate agents to investigate con
German, groceries; Los Diamantes,
ciitions in Mexico. He severely crifi
Mexican, groceries; A. Garcia, Mexic'sed both William Bayard Hale and
can, groceries; Cafe de la Union; La
Keginald Del Valle, whom he declarFlero, Turkish, hats; Schilakat, Beled, were acting for the administration,
gian; Kl . Centanario; Libreria M'i don't think Mr. Del Val'e should
BENEATH THIS FALLEN WALL LAY THE BODIES OF 23 WOMEN AND GIRLS AS THE PICTURE WAS TAKEN.
THIRTY MINUTES AFTER THE FIRE STARTED.
odem; Zapateria Americano, and Porhave been given the state department
tal de la Paloma, all Mexican storeB.
code." said the ambassador.
. Train Meets Rebels.
"I know he had it because he went
London they made a triumphal entry,
Trains leaving Juarez yesterday for
UNIDENTIFIED
to the secretary of the legation in
NON-MILITAA corps of newspaper
girls aecom-- !
Chihuahua, ran into a band of rebels
Havana to get help in deciphering It
DEAD BURIED
.anied the marchers, selling the of
at Samalayuca, about 75 miles south
t rial
Indeed, I believe the senate commitof Juarez and a fight ensued between
journal of the constitutional suf
TOMORROW
tee might investigate the distribution
the rebels and the federal troop train
Iragettes.
of the state department code to prh-atthe provision and passenger
escorting
A
individuals."
Binghamton, N. Y., July 26.
trains. The rebels, who were from
BILL
IS
The ambassador said he had every
new trend may be given the inquiry
Ortega's command at Guadalupe, forty
disposition to carry out the wishes of
miles east of Juarez, are s;aid by the
into the cause of the fatal fire in the
BY
TAKEN
the president and Secretary Bryan,
federals to have been repulsed. Gen
of the Binghamton
Clothing
factory
PARAGRAPHS
Mediation, however, he looked upon
eral
hie Satazal Is lirrangin'g' to pur
as impossible, because the Mexican
ctmpany by the evidence offered by
sue the rebels with his cavalry from
0
DEMONSTRATION BY
STRIKE AVERTED BY THE ACTION OF
federal go', eminent would not enter- PEACE PROPOSALS
SAID TO HAVE Mrs. Win. Whitney, one of the em- - MONSTER
Juarez.
Washington. D. C, July 26. Senator
tain such t, suggestion.
.loves, who declares she called attenNo Change in Policy.
sento
had
PEACEWHO
the
referred
THE RAILROADS IN WITHDRAWSUFFRAGETTES
Llppitt today
ARE tion to the unusual heat in the build
BEEN
"I regard mediation," he added, "as
n
ate lobby investigating committee
Washington, D. C, July 26 Secreon
venturing
at 1 o clock ana smelleu smoke at
dangerous ground."
ABLY SEEK BALLOT AT HANDS OF ublished interview with
ING DEMANDS THAT THEIR GRIEV- tary Bryan told the foreign relations
Chairman
BEING PROTECTED OR ESCORTED ing
Mr. Wilson was vehement In his
o'clock and called the attention of
committee today the administration
of the N'ew York Merchants'
Downing
c iticism of the constitutionalists and
PARLIAMENT.
ANCES BE ARBITRATED ALSO.
the girls to it. The flames were diswould make no immediate change in
Association tariff committee, in which
OUT OF DANGER ZONE.
the Madero family.
covered at 2:30. This would sustain
it was claimed that the associations'
enforcing the neutrality law against
"The Madero family." asserted the
the theory that fire started in a large
committee had much to do with
shipments of arms in Mexico. This
ambassador, "have maintained a paid
l umber of rugs stored in the base- - Cu
AFTER u.
Indicates that President Wilson will
of administrative features cf RAILROADS ISSUE A
WIRES
MISSIONARY
in
bureau
Washington to poison the
i'ient.
continue to refuse to issue export perthe tariff bill by the senate finance
pubilic mind. As to the rebels, there
The search for the bodies has endLENGTHY STATEMENT mits to both the Huerta and Constitu- SUFFRAGE DEMONSTRATION committee,
ENCOURAGING NEWS
are really none except in Sonora,
ioual factions.
ed, the last being found outside the
'hairman Simmons, of the finance
where there is an organized move
All Safe at Madera.
mins beneath a fallen wall, crushed
committee, said he never had heard
ment. Elsewhere these are bandits."
The American colony in Madera, for
New York, N. Y., July 26. The eastmid burned so as to be unrecognizDowning. The senate resumed con- London, July 2(1. The long pilgrim-ioThe ambassador was asked about
Shanghai, July 26. Peace proposals able.
woman sideration of the chemical schedule, ern railroads today withdrew their whose safety much fear has been felt,
ape to London of
Coahulla, where Governor Carranza 13 are under way here between the tvo
has been unmolested, and all is
have
The insurance
Senator Iodge moved to strike out tl: demand that their
companies
culminated
this
in charge of the constitutionalist
evening in
grievances against there, according to a report by quiet
Dr. Wu Ting Fang, fornwr- - agreed to pay life policies without de- suffragettes
mesof peanut oil, saying it. was used
duty
parties.
cause.
atin the manufacture of but fer- the employes should be considered by senger from Madera to Chihuahua,
to the United manding identification of fire victims h monster gathering at Hyde park,
largely
Chinese
minister
lv
"These are bandits in Coahuila," he
tended by fully lfiii.oou women.
ine, was a valuable substitute for but- the federal board appointed to arbi- which American Consul Fletcher today
Clothing
Binghamton
answered. "I don't mean to say that States, is the most prominent amon; and the
announces it will resume work at
Headed by banners bearing the ter and should not be taxed. Senator trate their demand for better wages wired the state department.
Carranza is a bandit, but in order tc the intermediaries, but it Is doubted
and working conditions made by
Executions Reported.
ence.
not force" which is Sherman theof Illionis, alsosameprotestei
keep his men on the ground he allows here whether he is authorized by
and trainmen.
reason.
Eagle Pass, Texas, July 2C. Five
of notto, "Reasou,of the
duty forthe
and
against
interment
The
funeral
public
NaKai.
to
Shi
the battle cry
them
loot, and they, therefore, be Provisional President Yuan
This concession apparently removed hundred federals who made a sorti)
The proposal was tabled by a vote
the unidentified will be held tomor- tional Union of Women's Suffrage socome bandits."
The principal Wu Sung fort today
ol 17 to 22. Senators Clapp, Borah the only remaining obstacle to arbi- from Monclova yesterday were driven
row.
Mr. Wilson suggested that hardly definitely declared for the government.
the pettlcoated battalions.
cieties
back by constitutionalists, according
Kenyon, Cummins, Gronna and Poin tration and averted a strike.
All of the injured at hospitals afe
dth bands playig and banners flying. L,.v,"pp
any one In Washington really under- The country people and the workmer-a- t
After a brief conference with the to reports to Piedras Negras toda.
fri wlth th nninr.t
to
live.
stood the Mexican situation and the
the arsenal are regaining confidence expected
the
lour principal gaies
swept through
Senator Burton's amendment to re labor leaders the mediators announced Considerable losses on both sides were
characteristics of Latin peoples.
and returning to thelr,-tfork- .
of the park and converged at a cen- cnu (n 41. rt frau lie, l,v.nr.,l ti., ,i ml that the articles of arbitration would reported.
here
were
landed
Some bluejackets
"Some of the proposals i have
tral point where 7U speakers addressFederals were said to have exe
Senators Poindexter present the sixteen original demands
rejeutp,1
ed them from 2(1 platforms.
heard," he remarked, "sound like the this morning at the request or tne
DAY
Borah voted with the Democrats of the employes without change. The cuted two well known Mexican busiCONGRESS.
IN
jnmj
At the sound of a bugle a resolution agi,inst the amendment,
fribblings of mere children. For in- municipal authorities and the foreign
only point won by the railroads was an ness men of Monclova, Francisco
was
and FranciBco Garza, because
to
adopted,
simultaneously
amidj
Works'
stance, the proposal to have foreign consuls with the object of scattering
resolution
that the decision of the
g.nator
agreement
Senate.
of tumultuous enthusiasm, beg crease the duty on alive oil was do- arbitrators should become effective they sympathized with the constiturowers from Central and South Amer- the rebel forces in the country and
26.
Tariff
D.
July
Washington,
C,
Shanghai.
ica act with us In mediating the trou- suburbs adjoining
ting parliament, without further delay feat(l 23 to 44, Senators Bristow, October 1 instead of being retroactive. tionalists. Refugees assert there have
A cordon of pickets was at once debate continued.
to give women the franchise.
ble in Mexico. Why, that would be an
LaFolIettr
The conductors and trainmen an- been many more executions in MonPorah, Gronna, Kenyon,
forwith
conferred
Bryan
settle
Secretary
The vast concourse of women is be- and Norris voting with the Democrats nounced the names of their represen- clova.
overthrow of the principle.) of the stationed around the foreign
,
on
committee
relations
proposed
eign
Monroe doctrine and the Mexican ment, and at each end of the Su
lieved to constitute a record in any against It.
tatives on the board of arbitration this
Preparations to reBist a threatened
at the limits of the settlement, Nicaraguan treaty.
u
on the constitutionalists' pres.
to
Bristow
attack
increase
H
moved
Senator
K. Shep-parfurnished
would reBent that interference. I know
afternoon.
Lucius
are
agitation.
political
They
in
recess until
Lobby committee
ent capital, were made today. Fedand the olive oil rates in a different way
this proposal was once made by John to prevent the passage of the rebels.
and
of
Cedar
senior
unique'
Iowa,
spectacle
Rapids,
picturesque
In response to an appeal from the Monday.
of the Order of Rail- erals were reported advancing along
drew enormous crowds of sightseers, That, too, was defeated, 26 to SS, Sen
Parrett, director 'general of the
House.
a northern sub
r
Borah being the only Republics way Conductors, and Daniel L. Cease the Rio' Grande from Nuevo Laredo.
union. Mr. Barrett and 1 residents of Chapai,
Among the speakers were Mrs.
noon
at,
12:04
Met
at
and
sent
officers
adjourned
municipal police
of Cleveland, Ohio, editor and man A constitutionalist column was sent
are personal friends and I have great urb, the command
tie Chapman Catt, Mrs. Chariotte Des jto vote against It.
until noon Monday.
there.
to take
of (lie
of the Railway Trainmen, official out to meet them.
of
members
a
number
Tard
and
ager
respect for him, but 1 do not think
by th.i
A proclamation was issued
Demand Release of Americans.
of the trainmen's organization.
X
commons.
use
nt
ranch of that suggestion."
of
organ
municipal authorities notifying the SOUTHERN TRAINS MEET
I). C, July 26. Consul
anWashington,
suffra-The
IN
was
decision
AMERICAN
SHOT
thousand
managers'
IN HEAD-OMany
The ambassador met Mrs. Henry
COLLISION.
belligerents and all actively associat
at
Chihuahua
Letcher
has been inBACK
nounced
had
the
JUAREZ.
after
AT
lxmdon
this
they
spent
morning
gettes paraded
Lane Wilson and his two sons, wh ed with the revolt that the loreign
Macon, da., July 2(1. Two englne-- r as
In consultation by telephone structed to demand the immediate reto a great service in V
morning
a
preliminary
preceded him here. Asked just how settlement had been closed to them
en, one fireman and one passenger
and telegraph with the presidents of lease of Charles Bissel and Bernard
Kl I'aso, Texas, July 2(1. ("has.
scon he would finish his conferences. Peking, July 26. The refusal of tinpii Inlnrofl nrnliahlv lint fatullv nnri t. Paul's cathedral and a subsequent
their roads. It was announced in the McDonald, reported held there by the
B. Dixon, a United States immi-- ,
in
monstmlon
"111
Hyde
park.
Le said:
KBrry them," and then Rear Admiral Reginald P. Nicholson, u e negro train porter was killed at j
form of a letter addressed to the board Mexican federals in a prison under
the
was
to
given
inspector,
out
gration
c!ded with a laugh, "I understand commander in chief of the American Jiolton. Ga., near here today in ai The London women turned
of
The sentence of death. The state departmediation and conciliation.
V ley
in
Mexican
soldiers
funa
by
n : t.
from the newspapers that my pres- Asintin fleet, to send American ma
f c,.,..i,, ,0ii.ou kveet at the cathedral the marching
ment has taken a more aggressive atletter
said:
...
mn.
is generally criticized passenger trains. The dead porter, ap-r- i columns which arrived rrom all parts:
ence in Washington is costing Mr. rines to
"To preclude the possibility of an- - titude than in most similar cases and
V the back and may die. He was in
these
circles here, although
o.
I ryan $2000 a day by losing his lec- in
the
kingdom. Yesterday,
rently paralyzed by the speed of an
other crisis such as this arising when has made representations to the Mexof i Juarez on official business,
ture engagements.
Well, I must be the German and British admirals are
train, failed to throw a marching columns, in emulation
the railroads should desire to have ican government both through the ema
whito
slave
case,
to
vestigating
American sisters whose march
with Admiral Nicholson.
i n expensive visitor."
switch that it might pass a standing
considered
questions relative to the bassy in Mexico City and the consul
H
v
was
he
when
band
town
arrested
by
is a high mountain
After he had breakfast. Ambassador
died in tbe wreckage. All tl' Washington to influence legislation
and
cue,
and
conditions of conduc- at Chihuahua.
pay
working
"f federal soldiers, who sfarted
where thousands of hurt were taken to an Atlanta
fivnrahlp in Hip siiffraeeltp muse at-Wilson hurried to the state depart- near
Bissel and McDonald are mlnlug entors
the conference comand
trainmen,
marching liim away from the
t' acted no much attention, converged
ment where Secretary Bryan was .foreigners are taking refuge from the
mittee of managers on July 16, an- gineers. McDonald is said to be an
in
footChina.
direction
of
the
the
of
central
and
city
disease
roads
on
heat
the
five
the capital along
vaiting. President Wilson had left
nounced that in the interest of the pub- Englishman.
They were capturrd
hills where many executions have
The missionaries, business men and EMPEROR WILLIAM GIVES
n deter
to play golf. It had not
hading to London which end at the
lic as a whole, these matters which while attempting to take American
to
prois
taken
better
it
place.
mined if he was to see
massa- - consuls argue thatone
UP SUMMER VISIT. .Mansion house, the center of the Britwere given In detail should be passed refugees from Parral.
Dixon started to run, and after
safe place thai;
tect foreigners in
dor today or tomorrow
on by the board which would arbitrate
26. It was announced ish world. Every constituency in the
July
Berlin,
when
to permit them to disperse,
sent delegations to join the V getting a block away, was fired
ur it
At the end of a h'
the demands of the conductors and railroads to arbitrate the question of
today that Emperor William had de- country
difficult.
in
be
bit
would
and
His
back.
the
upon
protection
ence with the amitrainmen for increases in pay.
cided to abandon his usual summer various columns during their passing the introduction of these matters, and
at
is
out
that
Shanghai
san
It
is
in
home
Calif.
pointed
Diego,
n- 't'.y.c hf
"The managers' committee has never announced that unless the railroads
I.ryan, saying tlK
visit to Wilhemshoehe and would IN r.od the small detachments of sufthe
marines
the
and
volunteers
In
Dixon's
Wharlives
kept
father
fmtrPtiPB whn nrieinallv started from
nur- tinued at 3 o'clr
refused to arbitrate the demands of withdrew their requests a strike would
rebels out of the concessions with- stead spend August in Hamburg Land's end, and
ton, Texas.
'
f
'
s
the;
Tied to the ca- the men under provisions of the
be called.
jrelgn out fighting. The only danger at
where the empress is now undergoing
Dixon made a statement this
two uttermost limits of the Island
aid he
II"
in
relations c
but
as
act,
"It is evident that the conductors
that
This
is
treatment.
taken
n.edical
they
thought
outlaws
from
in
arises, seemingly
American
to
Juarez
afternoon
.
on
the way until they
all fairness, matters which the rail- and trainmen's organization would go
icaraguan and dispersed soldiers attempting t? indicating that the indisposition of tbe were augmented
was
officials
he
satisfied
that
the
roads desired passed on, should be con- to the full extent of subjecting the
tr .e.
more
extended formed great columns.
loot. The admiral has offered to ex empress requires
Mexicans were Marching him out
The women started June IS. They
v
no cort the
d make
.:.
sidered at the Same time. They pre- company to the calamity that a strike
Seer
treatment.
to the coast.
foreigners
to shoot him when he ran. He
'"'
were cordially received in all parts of
sented a question of inequity and ex- on the eastern railroads would cause
jonference with
ai nc
Revolution Short Lived.
says the Mexican soldiers were
the county, clergymen, college prol..v-cessive wages that the railroads felt rather than have all matters pertainthe
.her than to say
Boston, Mass., July 26. The belief long. Are in no danger."
drunk.
men 'speaking at
business
and
fessors
should be corrected.
.ad made a prelim that the present
ing to the questions at issue submitted
Chow.
Forces
Su
move
Northern
Capture
revolutionary
"The right to include thesp in the to fair and comparative arbitration.
ment would be short lived was e?
St. Petersburg, July 26. A dispatch their meetings along the route. At
:
"The railroads must protect the pub.as asked about the pressed in a cablegram received t' from Shanghai says It Is officially an- Eedford the trade unionists gave proof
i
agreement to arbitrate was denied by
Leave for Taos.
- )
u.c Del Valle had teen
the men; they also declined to let lic. Therefore they waive their right
the American Baptist Foreign nounced there that the city of Su cf their loyalty by escorting a speaker
by
day
'
th a copy of the state de- - Mission society here from its repre- Chow has fallen into the hands of the vho was addressing a hostile audi
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest, the United States board of mediation to include their requests in the articles
i
nee.
f
the
Commissioner R. P. Ervien and and conciliation decide whether these of the agreement to arbitrate this time.
and
he
of
(
Land
in
northern
cable
fo
forces,
The
sentative
saying
garrisons
beyond
Shanghai.
jofle.jbut
No untoward incidents marred the Arthur Seligman and their wives left matters should be arbitrated;
tbe forts at Wu Sting also have joined
lows:
they without prejudice to any other rights
march and when the women reached this morning in automobiles for Taos. then refused the suggestion of the of the railroads."
not likely to continue them.
v
Jontlued on page four).
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OFFICIAL.

Awaiting The
Joyful Sound

9"A Special Sale
on

WANT R. R. SERVICE

Tha Wonderful Muic that Bunts Forth

FROM DURANGO

a

WEEK

and Ointment Cured.

THIS WEEK!

!

ER GROCERY GO.

PHONE 40.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Busies

Affected by Poison Oak. Itched Until Nearly Crazy. Had to Walk
Floor At Night. Cuticura Soap

CHANGED
FARMINGTON

Tins

IOQET

When the Stork Arrive.

That funnv. little, branny cry thnr echnps
the arrival of the now baby is perbaiw the

and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Telephone 9 W

OASPER ST.

1913.

RASH COVERED FACE

BEANS

DYER PORK

104 DON
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i

AND

CIAL CLUBS
most cherlBhed remembrance of our llveg.
And thousands of nappy mothers owe their
to health and strength to
i'reservation
lutluT's Krlend. This Is an external remedy that is applied to the abdominal mus-cl-i.
It relieves nil the tension, prevents
tenderness and paln enables the muscles
to expand Kontly, and, when baby comes,
the muscles relax naturally, the form la
preserved without laceration or other accident.
You will find Mother's Friend on sale at
almost any drug store, as It In one of the
standard, reliable remedies Unit grandmothers everywhere have relied upon.
With Its daily use during the period of
there Is no weakness, no
expectation,
nsusea, no morning sickness, no pain, distress or strain of any kind. lis Influence
Is truly remarkable, ns it penetrates the
tissues nnd renders them pliant and easily
You
governed by the demands of nature.
vill be surprised at Its wonderful effect and
what a (tratuful relief it affords.
Especially to young women Mother
Friend Is one of the greatest ui all helpful
Influences.
You will rind this wonderful remedy on
sale nt the store where yon trade, or Brad-Heltheyd
will get It for yon. It Is prepared by
'o 130 I,amar Building,
Regulator
Atlanta, Oa. Write them for a very valu.
able book to exnectant mothers.

TO

IMPROVE

TIONS

" Traveling through thn
Oryden,' Oro.
woods one day I was lnokitiK at and handling
a little vine. When I Rot homo I felt an
Itehlnn and burning anil tlvi
first tbln I knew my faro
The
wns all swollen up.
poison oak affected my faro,
and
chest
hands, arms and
It disfigured mo very much.
My face and nuck wcro broken
out and Itched until I was
nearly crazy. I had to walk
the floor at, nlht and lost
much sleep and work also. My face, neck
with a heavy rash.
i nd cbosfc wcro covered
I
rould not allow clothing of any kind to
t...ich the affectod parts.
would
" I was told that
and .
r lieve me but I got no relief, t used other
remedies without success. It got to such a
that If I hadn't gotten relief soon I
w i"ld certainly havo lost my mini. My
1:101 her happenod to have a cako of Cuticura
Moup and a box of Cuticura Ointment In tho
house and I washed with tho Cuticura Soap
freely and then applied tho Cuticura Ointment. I got relief at the flrstappllcatlon and
I hen I
slept like a child. In three weeks
I was perfectly cured."
(Signed) E. H.
DeOrasso, Mar. 28, 1013.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (SOc.) are sold throughout tho world.
A single set is often sufficient whon all else
has failod. Liberal sample of each mailed
Bkln Book. Address postfree, with 32-card "Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
SWMun who shavo and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will Hud It bust for skin and scalp.

AZTEC COMMER-

JOIN IN AN
TRAVELING

EFFORT
CONDI-

IN SAN JUAN COUNTY.

CORPORATION

COMMISSION

TO TAKE UP WITH D. & R.G.

commission
The state corporation
vill at once take up with the Denver
& Rio Grande railroad the matter of
its passenger train service to Aztec
and 'Farmlngton as a result of the
complaints filed by the commercia'
bodies of the two towns mentioned
A week or more ago the commission
received a complaint from the commercial club of Aztec asking the aid of
the commission in an effort to change
the train schedule so that it would be
more satisfactory to the San Juan
CAD
DIIU
TIIDICUC"
1
W
travelers
GRASSHOPPERS Before taking the matter up with '
the railroad the commission wrote to
and!
Artesia, X. M., July 26. Dr. Henry the Farmington Commercial club
Cochran and family of New Orleans nekea ir tne train service was satis
are at their ranch a few miles north fuctory and if they would join in an
of this place, and will remain for effort to change it The reply recelvsome time, this being their regu'ar d yesterday is heartily in faor of the company, plaintiff in error, vs. Rayado
stimmer outing point. The doctor does change so the commission will gel. and & Irrigation company, defenda great deal of hunting on his trips, lusy on the matter at onco and as ant in error. Error to Colfax county.
certain if It is possible for the road
especially interesting to him bein
This cause came before the court
rabbit hunting. Their ranch is known lo change its schedule as required.
upon the motion of defendant in er
as the Lawrence place, one of th
At present the train leaves
mr to dismiss the writ of error for
finest in the Pecos valley, with hun
in the morning, arriving at Azto file
dreds of acres in alfalfa, other hun tec about 11 a. m. and at Farmlngton failure of the plaintiff in error
from
30
bond
cost
within
is
days
etc.
dreds in fruits,
about noon, Returning to Durangri
of the issuance thereof, and the
And this brings about a story. There it leaves Farmlngton shortly after 1 t'ate
the clerk of this
has been something of a "plague" of p m., Aztec about 2:30 and arrives at further fact that
court had no power to issue a writ of
sec
of
this
in
5
portions
grasshoppers
Durango at p. m. Under this arrange
3 of Article VI or
tion the past few weeks. A cloud of n.ent the San Juan county traveler tiror under Section
constitution.
the
Law
to
the
the nests reached close
must lay over in Durango from 5 p. m.
The writ of error is dismissed.
rence ranch, and the manager was until 9 the next morning, and return
Syllabus.
,
nuafraid they would take everything,! as ,
al.rivpg rom the east at
14 Chapter 57,
1. Under Section
,
tuey nao uone mnuer iiuiui.
,i,Q 0cl,ir,cr nnd must unPn.
nrM,nn
Session Laws of 1907, the giving of a
wrote Dr, Cochran, telling the facts the
on
hom
in
and
go
Durango
night
tnnd for costs, where no supersedas
and his fears, and asking advice. The tl.e next
morning.
tend is given, is essential to perfect
doctor wired him to "buy a lot of turThe proposed change would make
keys and turn them loose on thfl Farmington the terminus, the train an appeal or writ of error, and where
a
grasshoppers." The manager came 10 li aving there about 5 a. m., Aztec p"aintiff in error has failed to file
ci.st bond, within 30 days from the
Artesia and from the farmers nearby
in
in
0
and arriving
Durango
pbout
purchased 500 turkeys ; he also bough time to continue east to Antonito at f me he sues out his writ or error, and
250 more turkeys at different places
Puvantage is taken of such default by
9 a. m.
Returning the train woulu d fendant in error, "before it is cuTed,
In the valley, taking them all to the
and
ranch and turning them loose. Tin leave Durango in the evening time. the writ of error will be dismissed.
about bed
Farmlngton
of
clouds
them,
came,
grasshoppers
2.
The constitution, Section 3 of
and they settled on a small field of. The advantages of the change as sum- Article VI
having conferred upon the
Rick-tttalfalfa. The ranch manager herded med up in the letter of Orval
court the power to issue
Fupreme
Commercial
of
the
club,
secretary
the turkeys all around that special
writs of error and providing for the isfield, and then "turned them loose." tit Farmlngton, are that shoppers suance of the writ by, "Direction of
They gloried in the feast they gorged thould visit Durango and return the tl e court or by any Injustice thereof,''
themselves, but with a shake of the tame day instead of using the better
ch writ can only be Issued in the
head and flutter of the wings they part of three days as is now the case; si
seemed able to digest a tremendous it would mean a saving of from 12 to t..anner therein provided.
3.
Chapter 57 S. L. 1907, should be
heavy meal and go at it again. They h 5 hours in the arrival of the mail,
never stopped eating grasshoppers, v. ould connect with the train to and rad as if amended by Section 3 of
and by night there was a , mighty irom Antonilo without the layover of Article VI of the constitution.
small cloud of grasshoppers. There t. night in Durango, and would greatwas also a flock of 750 very fat anu ly help the express and freight serlazy turkeys. The next morning tin) vice into the San Juan basin.
ALLEN'S
birds were turned in on the hoppers
From the case made out by the two
FOOT-EASE
dewas
foe
again; and by night the
Commercial clubB there is seemingly
The Antisepticpowder shsketi into
molished, almost annihilated, and the
other side to the case, but never
the shoes The Standard Remother alfalfa fields were saved. Tho theless, the railroad, it is said, has
the ieel for a quarter
edy for 30,000
testimonials. Sold
success spread very quickly, and no
century.
at
facilities
terminal
f'armingion,
everywhere, 25c. Sample 1'KltE.
when a couple of days afterward a
Address, Allen S. Olmsted. I.e Roy. N V.
all the crews now live at Durango.
rnd
in FEET
neighbor complained that the grass whereas were the changes to be madu The Man who put the
hoppers were eating him up, the ranch the crews would have to live at Farm
manager loaned him his 750 extermina ir.gton.
tors.
The turkeys, one might
The matter has been taken up with
would be surfeited by this time
the railroad and an answer is expect
when
of grasshoppers but
they f d
from them soon.
reached the field where the pests wero
as
ate
birds
voraciously
working the
Do
as though they had never had plenty SUPREME COURT HANDS
DOWN TWO OPINIONS.
in their lives and they saved this
Decisions have been handed down
field. Dr. Cochran is considering the
the state supreme court in the fo'.Double
feasibility of organizing his flock into by
a farm safety combination and renting lr wing cases:
No. 1501. Pablita Candelaria, et al.,
them out to whoever shall be sufferOur dollars come hard enough
ing from grasshoppers the only weak r.pellees, vs. EpLmenio A. Miera, appemost of us to make us interto
Sandoval
on
county.
from
appeal
spot in the calculation being that there lant,
This is a suit brought to open and
are mighty few grasshoppers left;
ested in anything which will
and on the other hand, the fishermen vacate an account of the appellant as
tend to give them greater purthreaten to sue him for exterminating executor of the last will and testa
chasing power. And so our
the bait.
ment of Paula Garcia de Mireles, the
readers will appreciate our repefor
of
and
the
appelleeB
grandmother
tition of the same idea in these
of an account under the directaking
ANGRY MAN PILED
tion of the court of all the property
talks on advertising, when we
STONES ON TRACK a;.d moneys coming into the hands of call attention again to the daily
and as
a) pellant as such executor,
possibilities for economy and
trustee under the will. The action re26.
a
Because
Philadelphia, July
saving offered by careful and
conductor on the Philadelphia and sulted in the decree against appellant
that
It
for
long
$3444.43.
appears
intelligent buying of the year.
West Chester trolley line refused to
prior to the institution of this suit the
in, year-ou- t
let him board a car at the Sixty-nintthings that all of us
Candelaria'
Btreet terminal, while under the in a) pellees, by Emigrant
must buy.
action
fluence of liquor, Harry Zimmerman, their guardian each brought
( f 4077 Haverford
avenue, threaten- against appellant for money had and
Clothes, food, recreation all
ed to fix things so that nobody else received to and for their use, respecare
better bought, more intellitively, in the sum of $1125 and obcould ride.
bought, more economgently
was
and
paid
Mrs. Abel Herring, wife of the keep- tained judgment which
ically bought by those who read
er at No. 2 tollgate on the West cutisfied by appellant.
In the present case after denying
the advertising with care and
Chester pike at Black Hill, testified
that she saw Zimmerman laboriously riany of the allegations of the comunderstanding.
placing a big pile of stones on the plaint, the appellant by way of counforward
Sixty-nintto
the
track. She telephoned
In saying how much
terclaim attempted to bring
dollar
street terminal. Informing the and obtain credit for the amount he
will buy, it makes all the difofficers there what was going on.
was compelled to pay on the judgference in the world who spends
In the meantime two cars cauu neiils. The court disallowed
tne
the dollar.
loaded
for
with
c'aim.
along,
passengers
told
The motormen
West Chester.
Judgment of the court below is afhow they saw the pile of stones in firmed.
time to prevent an accident. Captain
Syllabus.
Charles Wogoman, of the Upper Darby
1.
A defendant may not as a matNOTICE TO
police, found Zimmerman some dis ter of right introduce a new cause of
tance away.
pction by way of counter claim by
re ns of a trial amendment.
NOTICE.
2.
A testamentary trustee, where
I have this day sold my stock of he is negligent or unfaithful, is reI am offering for tale my
general merchandise at No. 304 San sponsible for the amount the property
BUSINESS & FIXTURES
Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzki coming into his hands ought to have
who will conduct the business in fu- yielded.
cheap, on account of other
ture.
3. Where the report of an execubusiness taking up my
(Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKI. tor is so Imperfect, partial and mistime. A good paying propas to amount to a fraud in law,
New Mexican Want Ads always leading
and will bare the
osition
items in said report may be
bring results. Try It
the closest investigation.
by a court of equity notwithstanding the prior approval of the
j
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VALUES AND OUR,

Complete

Jtock.

JUSTLY
PROUD, For, we've
"WE AR

Got thc GOODS

TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR STORE.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
TO SEND YOU AWAY
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
PLEASED.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

PHONE

14.
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New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
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or

West

Information Call On or Address
I H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R..SANTA FE,
t EUGENE FOX, G. Pan. At., E. P. & a.,

tI UI MH

.1

r.,11

ti.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

r.

INSTITUTE

QOSWELL,

NEW MEXICO

TbeWestPoinTof the Soutbwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
jIVailey.S.'TOOfeetaboTe aealevei,
.'sunshine every day. Onea air
work throughout the eatire sea-aloCondltioas for physical
and mental development are
aa cannot be found
IDEALr-eu- ch
Four-tee- n
elsewhere In Ameriea.
officers and Instructors, alla
from standard Hast-erTen buildings,
colleges.
modern In every respect.
Becents

:

B. A. CAHOOM.
J. E. RHEA,

President.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB. Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
e For particulars and Illustrated
address,

cats-Ofo-

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

I

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

:TO
. $47.35
Pueblo . . . $16.35
St. Louis
Col' do Springs 18.15
. 51.85
Chicago .
Denver, . . . 21.10
. 62.85
.
Detroit
Salt Lake City! 4000 Buffalo .
. 66.45
Ogden,
St. Paul. . . 51.85 New York City 78.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 3 1st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Uceise Numbers,

ii-1-

Day or Night Phone, IJO Main.

Next Door to Postoff Ice.

IN

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER

j

N

r--

Trade-Mar-

Ei

mation cheeerfully given.

sup-jos-

Making

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full inforIENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Your Dollar

Duty

1

j&Mt,

1

THE AMERICAN

I

.

h

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

244 San Francisco St., Santo Fe, N.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

IF.YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the

power of

business-buildin- g

first-cla-

ss

stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate

h

And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

COUPON BOND

!

pro-Irat- e

PILLS
SIt RAND.
CHICHESTER
.
r-

Aa
ldlt Rr4 yovr Dranlat
DtrullicW
tlM
lrt
Tk
Tjmr Vf
Auk

far

Mil. In

(nd
wtth Blue Rlhlxm.
her. Bay
DIAMOND IIRAND PILLS, for K
ynnknrwnu Best, Safe. Aiwa yt Rllatls

A solo ay rkWiisTs

Denutos

court.
4. Monies received from tne sales
of possessory rights to real estate,
even if said sales are void, must be
recounted for by executor.
No.

1588.

Farmer's

J.R

RHOADS

NOVELTY WORKS.

104

Development LTelWIMe

Galisteo Street
157 W.

::

SANTA

104
rc.

Fu

A.

(Fac-Simi- ls

Water-Mar-

k)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find tnat Luuru
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. An
;
difference. Let us show you samples.
""-"Terr- -

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
F
..

see the
j

COMPANY. AGENT.

1

SANTA

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1913.
SO DECEPTIVE.
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
Don't overlook the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles
in the Many Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
heart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists in removing
Backache is so dpceptive.
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
It comes und goes keeps
you
that
and
the
up
kidneyB
strengthen
guessing.
of
tree
poisons
they keep the blood
Learn the cnuse then euro it
and uric acid crystals, that cause
Possibly it's weak kidneys.
.iheumatism, swollen joints, backache,
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills are
urinary irregularities and disturbed so effective.
heart action. Try them. The Capita
They're especially for weak or dis- Pharmacy.
ordered kidneys.
Here's a Santa Fe case.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St.,
MEN AND WOMEN- - Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "1 was a
sufferer from backache and got so
If You Don't Feel Well You Need bad that 1 couldn't work. I often had
to lay off for a week at a time. I tried
different remedies, but had no benefit. Finally, I got Doan's Kidney
Pills and they were just what I need-- i
I recom-- I
ed. They soon cured me.
A SAFE AND SANE
mended Doan's Kidney Pills when
MEDICINE THAT IS NOT they helped me so much and I am
A STIMULANT, BUT A
pleased to verify my endorsement.
haven't needed any kidney medicine
TISSUE BUILDER
in three or four years, as the cure has

VIGORETTES

1

For All Parts of the Body

lasted."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
YOU
LOST
have
FIRE
the
I i-Buffalo,
Co.,
and VIGOR of YOUTH ; if 'cents.
I
New York, sole agents for the United
YOUR 81 STEM is RUN
States.
DOWN, huva SPRING FEVER, A
TIRED FEELING. A STOMACH
Remember
the name Doan's and
TROUBLE or RHEUMATISM,
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

VIGORETTES

n

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received t,y
the Hoard of Regents of the
Normal School up to i2
o'clock, noon, the 14th day of August,
of their build1913, for the
ing at El Rito, Rio Arriba county, Nev
Mexico, according to plans and specifications on file at the office of I. H.
and V. M. Rapp Co., Architects, Santa
Fe, N. M. and Trinidad, Coio. Separate bids will be received on plumbing
and heating.
A certified check of 7 per cent of
the amount of the bid must accompany
each proposal as a guarantee that the
contractor will enter into contract and
furnish an approved surety band from
a reliable bonding company authorized
to do business in the State of New
Mexico, in the sum of Go per cent of
the amount of the bid.
The contractor must state in his
proposal the shortest time he will
agree to complete the contract.
Address all proposals to Francisco
Delgado, President of the Board,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
must be submitted on
Proposals
blank forms furnished by the archi-

WILL

YOU
BUILD

Spanish-America-

CreatesVim,Vifor,Vitality
Restores Lost Forces.
Miller of Houston, Texas,
says: When I began taking VIGORETTES I could hardly walk down
stairs without a cane. After taking
the VIGORETTES for a week I began to Improve. I took three boxes
and am glad to say that I now walk:
without a cane and I feel like a
new man. It is certainly a wonderful medicine.
Mr. Hartell, in ordering a dozen
boxes states: VIGORETTES certainly made a man of me. I am
going tc distribute a few boxes
among my friends.
Mrs. Barden has distributed 4
dozen boxes among her frieuds. In
her own case
states that the
doctors had given her up. A physical wreck when I began taking
VIGORETTES.
A week's treatment and I began to feel better.
wonderful
Now, thanks to your
medicine, I am well and happy.

The Board reserves tho right to
ject any or all bids.

Price $1.00 Per Box,

Attest:

W. B.

ae

3

Boxes, $2.50

tects.

re-

FRANCISCO DELGADO,

President.

By Parcel Post.

SAMUEL ELDODT, Secretary.

C.AMPIF FOUR DAYS TKKATMKNT
aAinrLr. and a bio
op pkoplk
who have beeo benefitted by VKIORETTES, for XO CZEHTTS.

DON'T use a cough medicine containing opium or morphine. They constipate the bowels and do not cure,
only stifle the cougn. Examine the
label and if the medicine contains
these harmful opiates refuse it. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound contains no opiates, Is healing and soothing. The Capital Pharmacy.

list

Address all orders to
THE VIGORETTE

COMPANY,

Houston, texas.

-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal fLs&tit Wood

Montezuma Avenue, near A,

T- -
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lif they wish to continue living in Mex-- , giving a diplomatic dinner at Wash- - of Incorporation of the "OKIAHOMA l.VHOMA FARM MORTGAGE COM-jicat which, in the piquant IFARM MORTGAGE COMPANY," theiPANY (No. 75M) with the endorse-decisioor otherwise to take an honest lngton,
SPIRIT OF MEXICO'S
and leave the country.
phrase of a Frenchman, 'water flowed original of which Is now on file and a merits thereon, as same appears oi
'
were matter of record in this office.
file and of record in the office of tUi
"All these Questions the nnhlic aikllike champagne,' for no wines
In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set State Corporation Commission.
And that man, who loves
amazed
at so much served.
(themselves
In Testimony Whereof, the ChairYankee infamy; and it would be ve!ltl'e absolute and forgets the real, has nly hand and cause to be affixed the
Seal of Slate.
man and Clerk of said Commission
!for Americans', and especially Mr. not recognized our government from
none at the City or Uklnnoma my havo hereunto set their hands and afoi
qinniesseui
scruples
Wilson, to define their attitude towilt 'HiiB 2;:rcl lay of .Ititii;. A. !). 191:1.
fixed the seal of said Commission, at
OF MEXICO GIVE EXTHE NEWSPAPERS
ward Mexico, for this is no question Puritanism; and, without doubt,
see in the Tucson affair the famous ihBALi
the city of Santa Fe, on this Fifth day
or
for
uf
the
of
formalities
protocol
PRESSION OF VIEWS REGARDING THE
visitBENJAMIN F. HARRISON,
of July, A. I). i:ii;:.
recognition, which we don't miss, but popular justice of the Jacobins,
RELATIONSHIP OF THAT COUNTRY AND lis a question of personal honor which ing on our Mag the sins of the whole
Secretary of State. (SEAL)
!l'y HUGH L. HARWELL,
we Mexicans are entitled to solve and Mexican nation."
signed uutjii n.
imjIams.
THE UNITED STATES.
Chairman.
Asst. Secretary of State.
Attest:
we put the matter Uuis to the colony
From ('ourrier I)u Mexlque.)
AMENDED ARTICLES OF INCOR(Signed) EDWIN F. COARD,
and Mr. Wilson: Either you accept
Clerk.
"In the Tucson affair, one discerns
PORATION OF OKLAHOMA FARM
and approve the wrong done at TucFrom El Pais.
STATEMENT OF OKLAHOMA FARM
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
"We know not whether the linio son to our ilag or you reject, and re the ignorant chauvinism of the North
them
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
lie It Known. That the undersigned
has arrived for preaching reprisals. prove it; in the first case, you are American crowds, which makes
of Itizens of the Territory of Oklahoma.
as
an
offense
tho
consider
sight
so
Know All Men By These Presents:'
with
to
valor,
to
our people: Here are those obliged
say
clearly,
saying
do hereby voluntarily associate our- That Oklahoma Farm Mortgage
who outrage thee, those who assar--! with frankness, without the traditional any foreign Ilag.
tho selves together for the purpose) of
a corporation organized and ex
sinate thee, those who besmirch thy .'Yankee hypocrisy; in the latter case, "Some years ago, at. Nogales,
of Fiance, M. Lipp forming a private corporation under isting under and by virtue of the laws
honor, those who have robbed a great 'you should protest against the Tucson consular agent
a
similar
of
of
the
the
of
victim
laws
was
the
Oklahoma, i(lf (no state of Oklahoma, and desir
Territory
maim,
part of thy territory and who w'U ' canaille, against the Infamy there incident.
I In was arrested
for some ind do hereby certify.
ing to transact Its business in the
rob even the bit of ground which committed, for it is not right tint
FIRST:
t ImHp In whom w e cive
can-cliriKnitMliiv hours on the denunciation of several
wu
State of New Mexico, doth hereby
thpo fnp
figured
That the name of this Corporation make the following statement in acnot whether Mr. Henry Lane Wilson, and an affectionate welcome should I"1'"1''1""18 (among whom
shall be Oklahoma Farm Mortgage cordance with the provisions of Secwho celebrates his country's holiday f auction, by their silence at least, h doctors, lawyers, etc.) simply for ha
:i g on July 4Ui hoisted our tricolor companv
tion 1 02, Chapter 7!), Laws of 1905:
aboard the battleship Minnesota by crimes of their brothers and
side by side with the stars and stripes.
SECOND:
orders of his government, will; patriots.
The amount of its authorized capito energetic repfor which this tal stock is $200,000.00,
and thd
the
"Of course we look for no repnra-a- t The affair gave rise
That
applaud the affront put upon Mexvo
purposes
on the part of our em
is formed are to loan amount actually issued is $101,000.00.
Tucson, and. when here it be
from the Yankee government nor resentations
Corporation
swered in the same form, whothei would we even request it, if the levrs bassy in Washington.
The character of tho business whicU
money upon real estate, personal
In France, as in Mexico, and tIi-he will have the face to present
and personal and collateral' it is to transact in the State of Ne
diplomacy were in our hands.
s,
countri-clamations. complaining of tile "sav- - President Wilson is another Madero, jgreater part of civilized
:BeCurliy, and execute its notes and Mexico is: To loan money upon real
debentures payable at a future, date, estate, personal property, and
agery' of this country; we know not. Ian illuminate and mystic like hi:, people are. glad to see foreigners
in fine, whether the American colony ja man who often soars
and collateral security, and exefrom tu,. isociato themselves with the national u)ut (o peu(re tH mortgages on real
in our midst, which receives so many realms of reality
and rises on the 'rejoicings. For a foreigner to hoist eBtato and other securities as security cute its notes and debentures payable
.
""K, beside that of his hosts,' is
marks of courtesy from our govern- wings of we know not what phantas- and to discount and rodis- - at a future date, and to pledge its
ment, will decide to keep silent onjmagoria into the regions of a semi- - ;jllsll' considered in such nations as a coiml notes, bonds and other securi- - mortgages on real estate and other
Tho American takes it!ns of nil kinds.
this occasion, accepting by that vi- - nebulous. Plantonisin. who confounds (compliment
securities as security therefor, and to
lence the outrages done to our ilag. moral austerity with certain ridicil 118 an Insult
To buy, sell, and own real estate in discount and rediscount notes, bonds
and we should like Mr. Wilson Hi t jons practices of extravagant sects, as
"It is necessary to have lived in any amount necessary for the transac- and other securities of all kinds.
the American colony to speak clearly lie demonstrated some time ago by the smaller American towns to real- tion of its own business, or which may
To buy, sell and own real estate in
s
ize the
of their in- - be necessary to secure or collect any any amount necessary for the transaohabitants with regard to the relations indebtedness or claims due or owing tion of its own business, or which may
of nation with nation.
Save and ex- to it, or 1hat may be necessary for or be
necessary to secure or collect any
WASHINGTON-LAZY HUSBANDS CAN'T BE LAZY IN
cept the intellectual elite, it may bo incidental to tho general loan busi- Ii debtedncss or claims due or owing
affirmed that the North American is ness.
it, It, or that may be necessary for or
ignorant and contemptful of the out
Also, to buy and sell personal prop-- ( ir cidental to the
STATE
general loan busi-- i
WON'T LET THEM.
warside world. In this regard he is hard rty, notes, bonds,
accounts,
ess.
informed
evidences
than a Chamula or rants, securities, or other
ily better
Also, to buy and sell personal propEither Support Your Family Volun-- provides for the criminal law of the'" Taiahumara, and not so hospitable of indebtedness, and to act as agents
erty, notes, bonds, accounts, warrants,
and
tne
estate
real
in
latter.
and
or
You
Will
Jail
individualizes
State
the
offender
f.iture.
It
and
buying
selling
I8
tarily
or other evidences of in- securities,
Make You Support Them By Work- - sn that the court can render judgment
personal property, notes, bonds, warand to act as agents it:
debtedness,
Tne
or
difference
other
between
Summer
"The
accounts,
securities,
ing on County Roads at $1.50 Per which will make the person charged
jrants,
and
selling real estate, and
buying
Girl"
for
and
the
"Tne
and
Woman."
Surrmer
evidences of indebtedness,
with crime a better citizen and one!
Day.
notes, bonds, warpersonal
property,
vvnne
me
a
former is having
"good investment of money.
(Justice of (he Peace Fred C. that will provide for his family iu the time"
or other
accounts,
securities,
rants,
comthe latter is too often dragging
To act as agents for insurance
Brown, of Seattle, Wash., is the father future.
evidences of indebtedness, and for tho
around
run
busi
to
nervous,
tired
all
and
solicit
kinds
out,
of
down,
panies
of the "lazy husband" law passed by
A pel son charged with wife
abanInvestment of money.
ness for such insurance companies.
the last legislature. Judge Brown has eminent or failure to provide for
The location of its principal office
to
Is
Often
title
of
it
wretched.
to
make
abstracts
Also,
written for the New Mexican an ar- children, under this law, will be tried
in the State of New Mexico is desigtrouble not female trouble and real estate in the Territory of
kidney
ticle which explains just how the law ti e same as any other violator of law,
nated as Portales, Stato of New
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
f ill work out.)
except that the Judge may try the case rositive held for the condition.
Mexico, and tho agent upon whom
will
The To act as executor under last
in chambers away from the public and
(By Judge F. C. Brown.)
ior at the Instance of any person eti-- ! process against the corporation ma'
Capital Pharmacy.
Seattle, Wash., July 2ti The "lazy h; the presence of only interested
be served is Secretary of State of the
titled to administration or
husband law" of the state, of Wash- Stato of New Mexico, a natural person
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION.
as
administrator
of
estate,
any
ship
of full ago actually resident In th
His first duty should be, if possible
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
of estates of deceased person, or as
of Now Mexico, whose place of
to effect a reconciliation between the
COMPANY.
an
insane
person State
infant,
guardian of
is Santa Fe, N. M.
abode
rarties. He may allow the defendant State of New Mexico.
for
trustee
tor habitual drunkard or
In
Witness
Whereof, the said Oklalis liberty with or without bond; if
of
Certificate
Comparison.
jimy convict under the appointment, of homa
Farm Mortgage Company ha
the defendant be found guilty, he may United States of America.
court
record
of
jurisdiction
having
juny
its name to bo hereunto sub- caused
State of New Mexico. ss.
suspend judgment on condition that
jot the person or estate of such diKieasho support his family. Or tho judge
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an-- ' t.t person, infant, insane person id lot, scribed by its President and Secretary
and the corporate seal to be hereto
way send him to jail and order the nexed is a full, true and complete habitual drunkard or convict.
affixed this 2Sth day of June, A. D.
Arof
the
Certified
on
of
to
him
work
at
roads
THIRD:
Copy
transcript
county
place
1913.
or- other
ticles
of
OKLAHOMA
of
Incorporation
That the place where its principal
public improvements, and pay
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
bis family $1.50 per day for their sup FARM MORTGAGE COMPANY (No. business is to be transacted is at OklaCOMPANY.
9f) with the endorsements thereon, homa City, Oklahoma.
port.
n
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same appears on file and of record
FOURTH:
The "lazy husband" law was con-!alne omf!e 01
oime torporat'on
That the term for which the Cor
'
jceived in the spirit of saving men,
poration is to exist is for twenty years.
:slpad of destrovinu them: of brincini: iCommission.
FIFTH:
tut eood instead of evil: the nreserva- - in Testimony wnereot, tne i.iiair- Commission
The number of Directors or Trust
t'on of the marital relationship instead nmn ,uld cl,,rk of BaU1
have
hereunto set their hands and ees of this Corporation and the namta
,,ita ,ia,,.,.iir,n
The iiww ehniiiri nnlv UBmi fhno allied the seal of said Commission, at and residences of such of them. who
f Snt
h are to serve until tne election or sucn
this
husbands to jail who will not support l'he C'ty,
A. D. 1911.
iday
officers and their qualifications:
.
their families, those husbands who are!(aj,
Andrew Kingkade, Oklahoma City.
so Incorrigible or lazy that nothingl
in-r-ir ..miTuio
Oklahoma.
vill instill into them any energy or Attest:
Chairman.
Geo. W. Carson, Oklahoma
City,
ambition, or those who will leave the
EDWIN F. COARD. Clerk Oklahoma.
(Signed)
s'ate if given their liberty. The nus-- l State of Oklahoma,
H. P. Doughty, Oklahoma City. Oklaands who have been unfortunate or
Department of State.
homa.
who
to
can
be
made
but
veak,
support
Ross Crandall, Oklahoma City, Okla
(GREAT SEAL)
tl eir families, should be given susBenjamin F. Harrison, Secretary of homa.
pended sentences, and required to re- State.
JUDGE F. C. BROWN.
A. Martin Kingkade, Oklahoma City,
tort to the Judges at stated interval's
To All To Whom These Presents Oklahoma.
ii glon has just gone into effect.
to show that they are supporting their Shall Come, Creetlng: I, Benjamin F
SIXTH:
This law means the passing of the families. They should not be sent to Harrison, Secretary of State of the
That the estimated value of the
c!d theory of criminal punishment-punish- ing jail in the first instances, as that only State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify goods, chattels, lands,
rights, am;
the individual for the evil aggravates the evil that the law is at that the following and hereto attach credits owned by the corporation is
ed is a true copy of amended articles Eighty Thousand Dollars.
deed committed and in its place it tempting to remedy.
That tho amount of Capital Stoci,
of this Corporation
shall be Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars and shall
ALL
TELLS
ABOUT THE FORTHCOMING be divided into Two Thousand share3
BILUE
BURKE, IN PARIS,
of One Hundred Dollars each.
IN WITNESS WHIORROF, We hav:
HAIR
AND HATS.
CHANGE IN FEMININE
hereunto subscribed our names this
Twelfth day of October, A. D. 1907.
All the
ANDR1CW KINGKA DR.
given over to the tourist.
"haute mode" Is away at the French
W. CARSON,
summer resorts or at the country
H. P. DOUGHTY,
houses.
ROSS CRANDALL,
A. MARTIN KINGKADK.
However, when this letter is being
written, one sees some of the fash
Territory of Oklahoma,
ionables still In the gayest city of all
Oklahoma County. ss.
the world.
Personally appeared before me, a
Fashions in hats and hair have again
Notary Public in and for said County,
begun to change. Contrary to the gen
Territory above named, Andrew King
eral opinion, one does not jump an
kade, If. P. Doughty, Geo. W. Carson,
Ross Crandn.U, and A. Martin King
niDtly from one mode into another
The present tight skirts and large
kade, who are personally known to
me to be tho same persons who exe
waists have been about eight year.:
in the process of evolution from the
cuted the foregoing
Instrument of
wide skirt, the small waist and the b!
the
writing and duly acknowledged
execution of the same.
hips period.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereIt does not take quite so long, how
unto subscribed my name and afflxeJ
ever, to change the shape of a hut
my Notarial Seal this ISth day of Ocas it does the shape of a woman, s.r
tober, 1907.
we may look for the new hat and tho j
11. F. WILLTAMS.
(SEAL)
new hair modes to come in universal-Notary Public.
ly by the spring styles. This winter
My commission expires April 4th.
you will see the extremes in dresses
1011.
and many actresses who pride themENDORSED: No. OiiOS.
selves on being a little In front r'
Amended Articles of Incorporation
the procession with hats pushed way,
of OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE
up in the back and held there by the
COMPAXY.
hair, which is worn In a high psyche
Guthrie,
Secretary's Memorandum,
knot like ones in the sketches.
Oklahoma Territory, Secretary's OfThese hats are very piquant looking
fice.
and I think the wearing of hats of tho
This instrument was filed for record
kind Illustrated
will necessitate a
this 21 day of October, A. D 1907, at
change in the "sloppy carriage" which
9 o'clock a. m.
now is so popular.
A hai pushtjj
Recorded In
.
down over one's eyes makes one hold
Corporation
Record No. ", at Page 11.
one's head up. Consequently one car--1
CHAS H. FILSON.
not walk with the ugly drooping
abdo-- i
Secretary of Oklahoma Territory.
shoulders and the protruding
ENDORSED: Foreign No. 7595.
men that is so much in vogue at the
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 225.
present moment.
Certified copy of Articles of IncorEverything now, however, points ni
OKLAHOMA
FARM
poration of
the high profile in the back and a
MORTGAGE COMPANY.
flat look from the front of the head,
Filed In Office of State Corporation
while just the opposite is correct for
Commission, Jul. 5, 1913; 9:15 a. tn
the pose of the body.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Incidentally, I'm going to make a
Clerk
am a hat fan and so,
confession.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
of course, I bought one of each of the
State of New Mexico.
Two
styles that I am sending you.
Certificate of Comparison.
of them were in black and white ani
I nited
States of America,
the other was all black, but I haven't
State of New Mexico. ss.
By BILLIE BURKE.
adopted yet the style of gowns that is draping that is forced forward and a
It Is
Certified that the an
and which
skin tight in the back
thnt waa nexed isHereby
The
Paris, July 2fl.
hsn round abdomen
a full, true and complete
mutter me injui t:uiveu ctjtti
luticii
Paris in summer, especially the latter "to the fore." Perhaps I will do4 so, been In the United States here and transcript of the statement designating principal office, agent, etc., of OK- for as yet all gowns are made with there before I left.
part of July and all of August,
a
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The difference between $7.50 and $25.00; $S.O0 and $r!0.00;
$10.00 and $40.00; and so ou up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S

training.

It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training. Every month there is an
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.

You know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you ? It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success in
your own home in your spa:
time without requiring you to I iiierHilMai correspondence Scloois
Box 888, Sainton. Pa.
give up your present position.
Please explain, without further otiHffttloa on my
The I. C S. method will
how
can
part,
quality lor the position, trade, ur
proleiiion beture which have marked X.
quickly enable you to earn a
the
occumuch higher salary at
Electrical Wiremau
Automobile Running
Riertrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
Mechanical Draftsman
pation of your choice just as it
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Man
AdTerrlsuig
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Writing
of other poorly paid but ambiWindow Trimming
Textile Manufacturing
Commercial liluatrat
Civil Engineer
tious men to succeed.
Industrial Dealgning
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architectural Drain.
Architect
Construrt'n
Concrete
Chemiet
'Spanish
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
.anvnttoeei J French
Plumbing, Steam Fitt'g
Mine Foreman
I German
Baoklng
without charging you a penny.
Mine Superintendent
Civil Serrlcet Italian
1

1
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Remember:

this Place is
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KINGKADE.

President

(CORPORATE SUAI.i
Attest (.Signed! 11. P. DOUGHTY,

Secretary.

i

(To be filed in the office of State
Pnnuiriitimi Pnm miuHinn
Piling feA
Jm.oo, payable m auvance.
Foreign

u

Gl-X-

w-- s

(Signed)

in-j-

Vai,v

PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
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Statement designating

principal office,
agent, etc., of OKLAHOMA FARM
.MORTGAGE COMPANY filed In office
Commission
cf State Corporation

July

5, 1913;

9:1!, a. m.
EDWIN F. COARD,

Clerk.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
State of New Mexico.
Certificate of Authority.
United States of America,
State of New Mexico. ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, That there
was filed for record in the office of tha
State Corporation Commission of the
Stale of New Mexico on the 5th day
of July, A. D., 19H, at 9:15 a. in., by
t klahoma Farm Mortgage Company,
a corporation duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the Iawj
of the State of Oklahoma, a certifiej
copy of its Articles of Incorporation
and Statement designating principal
office in this State, agent, etc., as provided by Section 102, Chapter
7P,
Laws of 1905.
Now Therefore, The said corporation is hereby authorized by tho Stall
Corporation Commission to transact
business in the State of New Mexico,
and the business is such as may f
transacted by corporations organized under the laws of this state.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair
man and Clerk of said Commission
have hereunto set their hands and affixed the seal of said Commission, a
the City of Santa Fe, on this Fifth day
of July, A. D. 1S13.
(Signed) HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Attest:
Chairman.
(Signed) EDWIN F. COARD,
Clerk.
'

COBB MAY BE TRADED.
Cleveland,
July 26. Jimmy
smiled and "had nothing to say
tor publication" when asked for a
rtatement on the reported exchange of
Trls Speaker and a $5000 check for
Ty Cobb. The proposed exchange was
v eil received by Cleveland bugs.
of the dope believe there la
truth than fiction to the rumor
that McAlcer Is endeavoring to traSa
Speaker for Cobb. For, they say,
C obb has been accused
of being responsible for much of the dissension
reported in the Tiger club. On the
other hand, it is pointed out that
Speaker's close friendship for Jake
Stall has put him out of harmony
the Red Sox.
Tot-lfjwe-

OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
Instead of enduring the dally torment of weak back, backache,
sore
kidneys, swollen joints and rheuma
tism, obey that impulse to take Foley'
with
Kidney Pills. They
nature, which accounts for their suc
cess in all kidney and bladder disorders. They are healing, strengthening and tonic. Obey that Impulse today and give them a chance to help
vou. The Capital Pharmacy.

9 A6E

r
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SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1913

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
St. Paul

Patterson and Owens; Brant,

6
6 13
Walk-- f

and James.

v

At Indianapolis
Columbus
IndianapoIiB
Cole and Smith;
ingstone.

3 11
2 6

HEN WOOD GIUEN
DEATH SENTENCE
By JUDGE BUTLER

2
3

Denver, Colo., July 26. Judge C. C.
Butler this morning sentenced Harold
i Henwood to death within the week
October 24, for the murder of Geo.
L. Copeland, for which he recently
was convicted after his second trial.

WORKING ON

BRYAN

NICARAGUAN
TREATY.
Washington, I). C. July 26. Secretary' Bryan had another executive session with the senate foreign relation)!
committee today over the proposed

Nicaraguan protectorate, but it

wan

said no conclusions were reached. A
special session of the committee wt'I
be held Tuesday at which Mr. Bryan
will appear again. Mr. Bryan, with
At Kansas City
Wilson's approval, is urging
President
2
13
Milwaukee
of a treaty in which,
ratification
recommended
the
The
however,
1
judge,
10
13
Kansas City
of Colorado com- in return for the payment of 3,000,00
Braun, Young and Hughes; Powell that the governor
National League.
mute the sentence to life imprisou-went- . Nicaragua would grant to the United
and Moore.
Won Jxst Pel.
Club
The jury which heard the sec- States exclusive rights to an inter
American
League.
.701
26
01
New York
returned a verdict of Tlrst oceanic canal route, naval bases in the
trial
ond
At New York
34
.a'J1)
50
and assessed the pun- Bay of Fonseca, and the United States
Philadelphia
murder
3 10 4 tiegree
;
43
.517 Cleveland
46
would assume the same relations with
Chicago
death.
at
2
9 2 ishment
43
.511 New York
45
Nicaragua as it has with Cuba under
Pittsburg
was
Sentence
following
Mc-- (
passed
Mitchell
and
O'Neill;
Fisber,
43
.476
39
Piatt amendment.
the- de- the
Brooklyn
of
Butler's
overruling
Judge
onnell and Gossett.
49
37
,43)
Boston
motion for a new tf;al on ths
fendant's
(Thirteen innings.)
.39?
TAIBAN COUPLE ARE
..35 54
St. Louis
ground of former jeopardy.
56
.385
35
MARRIED HERE TODAY.
Cincinnati
t
At; Washington
B. H. Kirk anil Miss Pearl Atwood,
H.
L,
AMBASSADOR
4
S
14
V....VA'.
....
St. Louis
American
League.
WILSON TALKS of TalbanN. M., were married joday
3
S 14
Won Lost Pet. Washington
Club
l:i the parlors of the De'Vargas hotel
.
27
G5
.707
Baumgardner, Wellman and Alexan-('Philadelphia
from page one)..
by Rev. J. M:Shimer, of this city; The
(Continued
John-to37
.602
56
J"""
McAllister; Engle, Hughes,
Cleveland
ceremony was performed at 11 o'clock
39
.571
and Henry, Ainsmith.
....."2
Washington
Vallo tind was witnessed by Mrs. Shimer,
Del
announced
that
had
never
46
.526
Fifteen Inning; called on accounr
Chicago
was an agent of the state department, Misses Ruth and Blanche Mendenhall
4fi
.4S3 cf darkness.)
43
Boston
rnd W. H. Mendenhall, Jr. Mr. and
lu refused to discuss the question.
Detroit
.......39 68
Ambassador Wilson, however, re- Mrs. Kirk will spend Beveral days in
59
.392
38
St. Louis
ceived the correspondents in Mr. Santa Fe. The groom graduated at
2S
.31S LAST DAV OF
60
New York
the Las Vegas Normal this week, and
Pryan's office. While he was
MILITIA
Secretary Bryan's private sec-- j his bride met him here. It is said
American Association.
made a stenographic record of there will be some surprised people
ENCAMPMENT
Won Lost Pet.
Club
line Interview, which turned out to be !p Taibari when this news reaches
61.
40
.601
Milwaukee .
'
.551.
44
54
Louisville
East Las Vegas, N. M., Jwy 26. At rot at all illuminating on the situa them.
the
from
than
551.
44
further
54
tion,
bringing
Columbus
j:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon the Ambassador a denial of the statement
Committee Action Not Final.
45
.541 i ational
53
Minneapolis
guard of New Mexico form-to prepare a
52
4S
,4S0
Kansas City
It is announced by President
d in regimental order and marched that he had been asked
43
55
on the mediation
.43 J
of the Chamber of Commeree
Toledo
proposition
'ii the Boulevard where it met Gov- teport
58
43
.42'i ernor W. C. McDonald and his staff The ambassador Bpent the first part of that the committee of five has not
St. Paul
59
35
the day going over copies of his the final action in the secretaryship
Indianapolis
ji'nd escorted these gentlemen tobut will
l amp McDonald.
At 3 o'clock oc- previous reports to the state depart- of the chamber of commerce,
of one
recommendations
make
Western League.
ment.
simply
follow-j
curred the regimental review
for ratification.
Won Lost Pet.
chamber
Club
name
to
the
was
it
determined
Later
definitely
by
31
.66? d by the regimental inspection
62
Denver
This announcement Is made because
overnor McDonald. These proved the that Ambassador Wilson will not con- of
42
.553
52
Des Moines
the fact that the exact status of
until
with
the
fer
have
Monday.
,'Tiost
that
paesident
yet
interesting sights
44
49
Lincoln
.52;
the committee has been misunderstood
ofthe
He
remainder
the
day
een
seen
at
spent
the camp.
Omaha
...49 56 .air,
by some. The committee has made
The regimental review was excel-- I conferring with Mr. Bryan.
.49."'
47
46
St. Joseph
r.oreportof
pfi 19 tis las
nt. Starting from the camp, the
Del Valle also had a conference with no report of its meeting last nignr
5ft
.441
40
Topeka
were coi:
.415 Regiment, in charge of the regimental Secretary Bryan, at which he submi;- - It is said five applicants
55
39
Sioux City
marched past the range ted something in the nature of a re- sidered.'
.3X5 officers,
37
59
Wichita
!
McDou-or
based
ouse, near which Governoi
port or recommendations
and his staff were located. The his observations in Mexico. Whether
dicers and men were on their mei-:tl- it" related to Ambassador Wilson was
during their work and the review not established. Both he and Mr.
National League.
v an worthy of commendation,
Bryan declined to discuss it. It beBoston at Chicago.
The inspection by the governor also came known today that Del Valle came
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
'vas well executed. All the equipment to Washington from Mexico on the
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
vas at its best while the men had same trains and the same ship with
New York at St. Louis.
made excellent, preparations to be in Ambassador Wilson.
As a result of its conference with
trim.
fne
American League.
THE i MERR1AM WEBSTER
him- - Secretary Bryan, the foreign relations
McDonald
Governor
expressed
Chicago at. Boston.
The Only New unabridged dicAmbassador
on
will
committee
call
and
militia
as
with
the
telf
pleased
St. Louis at Washington, two game?.
for
next
week
tionary in many years.
Wilson,
probably
early
the inspection.
(Detroit at Philadelphia.
Contains the pith and essence
All the business houses of the city an explanation of Mexican conditions.
Cleveland at New York.
of an authoritative library.
closed their doors at noon and quiet The ambassador's appearance will be
Covers every field of knowlto occur after he has con
arranged
all
the
in
the
From
city.
iiiigned
American Association.
his conference with the presieluded
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
T rincipal
of
houses
business
the
city
Kansas City at Milwaukee.
book.
com
and
The
the
dent
single
secretary.
a
flags were flown, making the day
St. Paul at Minneapolis.
mittee will endorse no line of action, The Only Dictionary with the
real holiday.
Columbus at Minneapolis.
New Divided Page.
and reach no conclusion as to policies
With the stores closing thir doors
Louisville at Toledo.
2700 Pages.
after the conference with Am400,000 Words.
at noon and the citizens attending until
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
Wilson and a further one
bassador
at
the
the parades
' half a million dollars.
Camp McDonald,
with Secretary Bryan.
df.nce given by the First Regiment
us tell you about this most
Let
were
Intimations
given
by
Secretary
land at the armory in the evening,
remarkable
single volume.
to
committee
that
ths
the
National League.
today
the governor and his staff and the Bryan
THK, ATHLETICS.
OF
Write for sample
SCHANG
CATCHER
CATCHER SCHALK OF THE WHITE SOX.
was
American
for
any
At Pittsburg
policy
prepared
officers of the New Mexico national
poees.lullpir-- ;
in Mexico. but the na
8 13
3
developments
Philadelphia
Buck
ond
of
Las
the
Bwing.
ticulaxm, etc.
puard being the guests
It" Isn't often thav '.voimie Mack, These youngsters, playing , their "
a the
ture
of
2 9 1
:.
the
policy
being
shaped
a
have
Pittsburg
Athletics
the
boy
In
American
club
Commercial
in
Schang,
the
last
Name this
season
first
league,
night,
Vegas
white house and state
Alexander and Killifer; Adams,
department
leader of the pennant hunting Ath- are considered the greatest young who was under cover for two or three
C'overnor's Day was fittingly observ- - was not disclosed.
paper uia
for
The
Cole
and
Robinson
proposals
Simon,
we will
letics, praises a player.
back stops that ever broke into a years. He cost Mack $500 as a Class
ta.
mediation
not
at
were
the
up
man.
send free
brought
or D performer and was farmed for ex
Were Comiskey
upon major league.
The shoot that was hold yesterday senate conference and
One of the rare occasions
no suggestionSiL,
asetcf
end
and
Buddeke
the
Jaffa
cups
fir
which Mack departed from his usual Mack offered $25,000 for their great perience.
Pocket
on
were
tnat
volunteered.
Dy
Chicago-Bos- ton
At
subject
not
consider
would
i d with
Injuries to Thomas and Lapp this
Company K of Clovis cap- the secretary of state.
reticence was seen when he said, youngsters they
Uape
2 6 0
summer made it necessary to use
both trophies. The team from
"Wonders," in reference to Catchers the tender seriously.
1 turing
1
6
California
Del
Valle
is
a
former
Chicago
is composed of the folSchalk and Schang of the White Soc Schalk has caught a majority of the Schang, and then the public saw what
state senator from Los Angeles. Pres
Batteries: Rudolph and Brown; this company
an4 Athletics, respectively. Which is games played by his team this year. Mack knew that in the boy the Ath- Overall and Archer.
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SALE-CI- TY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
'
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
iKoom Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTEBS FOB
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS raE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
I

GENERAL TRANSFER

gTYour
Phone 100 and JS W.
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Foot of Montezuma
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NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering land Mechanic' Engi'7I
neering.
-

ADVANTAGES: Requirement fully up to those
of standard school, of,, mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mine and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious Climate; water famed for its
'
purity; good dormitory "accommodations at low cost

etc

W

For full Information, or catalogue, address
V
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on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
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THE
OP

Is Composed of Men Well Known for
the Success Which They Have Attained
In Business and Banking Matters.
and who, in all their transactions, follow methods that are
CONSERVATIVE and at the same time JUDICIOUSLY PRO-

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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r Booklet
THE VALLEY RANCH.

GRESSIVE.

The wisdom of the policy which they outline for the Bank is evidenced by the soundness
and steady growth of the Institution.

Free on Request

"All of Today'o Nowo Today

DIEECTOBS :

J. l'ALEN,

R.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
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ARRIVALS.
farmfor
an
association
of
t.elow do not come back after seeing above the surface near the vessel and rlrong plea
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular and I will send you description with
praise on Wednesday evening at 7:45.
All have
this monster well to see what is back ducking under again when guards ers for educational purposes, and the
meeting on the first Thursday of each prices, terms and location.
and
visitors
are
j
especial-Strangers
De
of experience.
Vargas.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. abundance of water. Climate the very
ol it, it will surprise us very much.
leaned over to pull them into the boat interchange
invited
to
in our wor-- j
us
with
ly
join
E.
L. Blumenschein, New York City
The notice given by the secretary
Visiting brothers are invited and wet best. 1 have a house in the city also
A sensation of horror was exper-lortales Herald.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas.
chamber of commerce was but ship.
with eight rooms, in good location, 011
come.
ienced by John Doyle, of the West rf the
R. H. Case, Deming.
24 hours, and still the large district
a large lot. Chas. T. Alleman, Box
BENITO ALA RID, President
Injured By Hay Rake.
First
Philadelphia Boat Club, when he dived court room was comfortably
Church.
David
Presbyterian
Farr,
Albuquerque.
filled with
:ifl, Willowbrook, California.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
into the water from the boat club
Miss Mary Anderson, the
B. Z. McCullough, Minister.
Enas Strawn, Alamosa.
Perkins vharf and struck his head against a interested farmers.
"I will lift up mine eyes unto the
granddaughter of
A. Johnson, Cedar Hill.
Chas.
All the prospectors who came here hills from whence
ODD FELLOWS,
was injured Saturday by being thrown flabby, movable body. With thoughts
cometh my help!'
Horace Harper, Artesia.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
from a hay rake. The young lady ha of sea serpents and other terrifying last week to look over the property of
Sunday School, 9:45. Fred McBride.
A. Chaves, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Lodge
been 111 several months and was so creatures of the deep he came to sur- the ivlimbres Valley Alfalfa, Farms superintendent.
Esther
Artesia.
Mendenhall,
have purchased land, the agmeets regularly
Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Theme
pleased to be out of bed that it was face in a hurry. Doyle headed for company sales
Arthur
New
York
Ludington,
City. every
amounting to $10,000, "The Teacher and His Great Teach
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
almost impossible to keep her quiet, the dock with a stroke that would gregate
B. H. Kirk, las Vegas.
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothfhe insisted on helping the judge raRe have won for him the Schuylkill mara and one option being taken on C4, ings."
Pearle Atwood, Taibon, N. M.
ers always welcome.
000 worth of land. Mr. Ammon, of
Christian Endeavor, 6:45.
bay and was doing fine until the team thon if he could have kept it up.
Montezuma.
7:4-5- .
Joseph Rex, another swimmer, re Livingston county, Illinois, has reEvening worship,
became frightened and ran away. She
Subject
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Echnabel, Alheld on to the reins until the rake cognized the creature as a seal turned to his home for the purpose of "The Right Kind of a Home." Spec- buquerque.
He grasped the
sposing of his property, and moving ial music at both services.
i truck a bump, throwing her off and In and swam out to it.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Mrs. W. Burnett, Albuquerque.
1
"For I know whom I have believed
front of the rake. One rake tooth ctft cnimal by one of Its flippers and tried ere with his fine stock. He is n well
Thos. B. Simms and wife, Oklahoma
But it was like trying known fine stock breeder of Illinois. and am persuaded that He is able to
a gash in her left cheek and another to hang on.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
City.
that which I have committed
W. H. Carroll, Forney, Texas.
rut the left shoulder. She also receiv to capture a greased pig at a county end will established a stock farm on keep
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mwwmmwmw
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fair.
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from
the
that
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purchased
against
day."
A. B. McDonald and family, Albued numerous bruises and scratches
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
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A
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invited
Everyone
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Ep.vid
young
McBride,
cordially
any querque.
reclining
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
t ut is expected to be out again in a
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City Attorney.
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in the stern of a canoe screamed and building a residence of the tract he or all of these services.
W. D. Shea, EI Paso.
few days. Fort Sumner Leader.
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cushions
when purchased this week. H. F. Mette, for
sank
limply
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
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Rooms
a seal poked its nose against the sido years county treasurer of his county
TIME TABLE
Geo. W. Sears, Albuquerque.
Soldiers Throws Stone.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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who
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Illinois,
post
Katherine McMaster, Aztec.
Yesterday evening while riding on
Effective January 1st, 191 J.
Her escort was so surprised master at Flanagan, 111., for several
WASH HANDS Elmira R. Greason, Aztec.
the Boulevard, Arthur Baca, employed ingly.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
that he lost one of his paddles. When years, purchased 110 acres of land,
H. H. McCorkle, Denver.
.
Counsellor-st-Lawand
at the O. G. Schaefer drug store, was she
Attorney
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conrecovered consciousness she gasp ?lso a town lot in Miesse, and a five- Ed. F. Byrne, Denver.
Practices in all the District Courti
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seriously injured when he was knock- ed
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something
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reach the Beat of the disease.
Peter Green, a fanner, 60 years old, of his church in Ohio to come here neath his diamond ring, which Levlne
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with
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esta
Albuquerque
of Huntley, 111., was being gored by a .nnd go into the farming business. Mr. values more than $500, he beban po- Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
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ley points.
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F. ANDREWS
and Market.

TAX

Grocery, Bakery

AutolPeiivery Every ilourl

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 16th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy, gat your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRtSS FLOUR.

Phone No.4

pllo"eNo--

ANDREWS

PROBLEMS TO

BE TESTED IN

i

will buy,

I

THREE INJUNCTION

SUITS

FILED IN

At 2:30 lliis afternoon, no action
had been taken by Judge W. H. I'op-l- u
OF STATE AND COUNTY BOARDS
the federal district court on the
made yesterday in the case ol
notions
OF EQUALIZATION.
(arcia vs. Garcia, the attorneys for
ne defense having made a motion for
a new trial and the attorneys for the
ATTORNEY GENERAL WILL
Plaintiff having asked for a judgment
end an accounting to determine the
ASSIST DISTRICT ATTY. amount due the plaintiff under the
verdict of the jury last week.
Remley, flistrict attorney
George
or the Eighth judicial district, cora-- !
rosed of the counties of Taos, Colfax,
I'nion and Quay, who has been in the
city for the past two days, was here
to consult, with the attorney general
irn a taxation matter which before it
if finished will probably result in a
ceclslon of the supreme court in at
present a much discussed question.
Three suits have been filed in Colfax
county asking that a restraining order
e issued to keep the county collector
f'.om selling property for taxes. Back
ot these suits are several very import-rn- t
questions. In one suit four banks
Colfax county, located in Raton,
C.marron and Springer, have asked
for the injunction to restrain the collector from selling their property because although they have paid their
tf.xes of the 35 per cent valuation fixed
in 1012 by the Colfax assessor, they
have not paid and refuse to pay the
rddltlonal taxes on the 15 per cent
raise which the state board of equalization put on them. Consequently
their property has been advertised for
ible and they are fighting the case.
In another suit, brought jrintly by
several large land owners in Colfax
county, they have paid their 1912
tnxes on a basis of 40 cents for their
H.razing lands but refused to come up
vith the balance made payable' by the
raising of the assessed valuation of
razing lands from 40 cents to 78
cents an acre by the state board of
Both these cases will
equalisation.
test and define the powers of the
slate board of equalization, and regardless of which way it is decided
vill have a most Important bearing on
future taxation matters.
in the third case, certain property
owners of Raton are seeking an injunction to prevent a sale because the
assessor and later the collector insist on collecting taxes on a valua-t:owhich the county commissioners
i3 a board of equalization lowered.
The assessor based his raise on the
ground that he had received orders
from the state board of equalization
to raise the assessed valuation of Colfax county $1,000,000 in order to raise
that county's pro rata of the increased
cost of state government over terriassessor
torial government.
The
raised, the county commissioners cut
it down and the collector is trying to
collect in accordance with the instructions from the Btate board. This too
v ill prove an important test case.
It is probable that the attorney general will appear for the state with Mr.
Remley in these cases. It is also said
that regardless of how the lower court
f'ecides that the matter will be taken
to the supreme court of the state.
In all three eases Judge T. D.
(ranted temporary restraining orders,
end the cases will be heard on July
Slst and August 1 as to whether the
temporary injunction will be made
I ermanent or not.
K.
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REDUCED PRICES
ON
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I

and Screens.

I

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
WM. ILFELD.

LUDWIJj

W .

H. WICKHAM

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND

n

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

WHOLESALE

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Afents For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phona Black

45

LEO HERSCH

Phone

ASSESSOR LOSES
SUIT TO TEST THE

Bck

OFFICIAL.

ALLEGE MEXICO WILL
NOT EXTRADITE FUGITIVE
San Diego, Calif., July 26. District
Attorney H. H. Utley was notified from
Washington today that the state department would investigate charges of
violation of the treaty ot (juaclatupe,
Hidalgo, by Mexican government ofat Ensenada, Lower California,
iu musing to extradite Jose Leroy,
The
charged with highway robbery.
department asked for copies of all papers in the case against Leroy, who
is wanted here.
It is charged by the district attorney
that Ensenada authorities refused to
deliver Leroy to Sun Diego officers,
although proper requisition papers
were presented.
-

HOUSE ADJOURNS AFTER
FOUR MINUTE eESSION.
Washington, I). C, July 26. The
shortest sesion of the. house on record
adjourned four minutes after it took
up, to avoid the Republican filibuster
in the discussion of the
white slave cases.
Diggs-Cami-net-

FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Under Sec. 21 of Chap. 83, laws
of 1912, only the surplus monies in
SUPREME COURT DECIDES THAT FIRE the insurance fund, over and above the
amount required to meet the appropriDEPARTMENTS ARE ENTITLED TO
ations under Chapter 135, laws of 1909,
INSURANCE MONEYS UNDER THE were diverted to the state salary fund.
3.
The last paragraph of Section 18,
LAWS OF 1909.
Chapter 83, laws of 1912, held to be
void as relative of Section 16 of Article 4 of the constitution which, prohibits general legislation in appropriAFFECTS MANY FIRE
ation bills.
DEPARTMENTS IN STATE

In the case of Tonias P. Delgado,
treasurer of the Santa Fe fire department, brought against W. G. Sargent,
state auditor, to compel the payment
of $1200 alleged to be due the fire department under chapter 35 of the laws
0f i;io9, on appeal to the supreme
s
COurt, an opinion was yesterday
ir,i down which is a victory for the fire
department, and since this is a test
case it means that the various city
fire departments can legally claim the
money given them under the 1909 law.
The opinion of the court follows:
This is an action brought by the
state on the relation of Tonias P. Del
gado as treasurer of the fire depart- ment or the City or Santa r'e against
William G. Sargent, auditor of the
state, to compel the payment of the
sum of $1200 to relator as such treasurer. The respondent answered the
alternative writ and alleged as cause
for his refusal to issue his warrant
for said sum, that there were no funds
available for the payment of such warrant by reason of the fact that the
legislative assembly of 1912 had di- -
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CORNER PLAZA.

nerisms gave a number of selections
varied in nature and serving to diS'
play her musical ability in contrast-

The Chopin nocing expression.
turne, Raff's stirring march, and the
Schumann group were particularly
pleasing and were given a scholarly

interpretation.
Mrs. Ada Pierce-Winpossesses a
soprano voice full of power and richness, and chose her numbers from u
group of composers who never fail to
charm.
Chaminade's "Summer," so
full of joy; "My Heart at Thy Sweet
Voice," from Saint-Saen"Sampson
and Delilah," an Ave Maria, and a
group of four other songs, including
Cadman's' popular "From the Land 'if
the Sky Blue Water," were sung with
much, beauty of tone and expression
and showed Mrs. Winn at her best.
She graciously responded to a loudly
demanded encore.
n

The constantly increasing applaus"
given at the concert last evening as
the program proceeded, was strong evidence of the enjoyment felt by the
audience in the work of the two ar
tists who appeared under the auspices
of the child's welfare department of
the woman's club of Santa Fe. The
audience was both large and appre
ciative.
,M.rs. W. G. Sargent played her acwith fine taste
anx)
Miss Gertrude Concannon, a gifted companiments
pianist, free from affection or man skill.
s
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WOMEN'S OXTORDS AND PUMPS

MEN'S OXFORDS.
our regular $3.00 and $3.50 Oxfords
or Tan, Button or Blucher,

300

Pairs of
dun
Metal
and

n

Vici Kid

EVERY SHOEiHAS BEEN
CUT TO THE CORE!

Pumps and
Oxfords.
ALL

We must close out our entire stock of Men's
SIZES.
Women's and Children's Low Shoes and Slip-- .
pers to make room for the mammoth stock Regular $2.25 Grade, Your Choice .
"
" . $1.85
" $2.50 "
which is now on the road.
In our determination to close them out we
"
"
"
"
. $2.25
$3.00
have neither looked at their cost or values.
Round Up Price,
Some are marked at cost and some for be
low cost. Nothing reserved. All must go in
the Hound-Uand all are the season's latest
An Immense assortment of Oxfords that
e
Oxfords in Tan or Black. and best styles.
Men's
women with a discriminating taste will apButton or Lace, with the low flat heel and
recede toe or the high nob toe. The season's best.
preciate. They are Button models, Tie and
Strap Slippers of the latest style.

$1.50

i

$2.35
1,000 PAIRS OF

LOOK HERE!

p

CHILDREN'S

salary question of
Importance to almost every county of
ficer iu the state is decided in the
opinion handed down yesterday by the
supreme court in the following case

Monty Recovered.
J. P. Monty, engineer in charge of
the Albuquerque Jemez road, who has
been ill with ptomaine poisoning, will
be out and at work again in a week,
according to a letter from Jemez
Springs received by the state engineer's department this morning. It is
also said that the state engineer's survey party under Mr. Monty has reached the Rio Salado, below San Ysidro,
and has found a flue hard roadbed over
a shorter route than the present road
from the hog back down to the river.

Wanted for Kidnapping.
Ambrose W. Thompson of Spring
field, Mass., is wanted for kidnapping
his
son, Robert W.
Thompson, according to a circular re-three-year-ol- d

1

SLIPPER RIOT!

Hundreds of pairs of the season's newest
and most popular styles to go at the lowest
prices ever quoted in Santa Fe.
Some are soft and light, just the thing for
this hot weather, and some are rough and
sturdy, suitable for every day or school wear.
Now is your time to save money On chil
dren's shoes.

Replar $4.00
"

J

$2.85

.$3.35

$4.50
$5.00

"

THE

Grade, Your Choice

.

$3.65

NOTE THESE PRICES
Regular

85c grade,

choice

your
WORLD'S BEST FOR MEN! Regular

$1.00 grade,

your choice

Regular

$1.25 grade,

your choice,

Regular

$1.50 grade,

your choice

Regular $1.75 grade,
your choice
Regular $2.00 grade,

In

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home,

BENEFIT CONCERT
A GREAT SUCCESS

hand-ficial-

acres.

spite of the ever Increasing popularity of modern household
devices, some women are still "at war" with daily work. The profession of THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO. is a noble one indeed, for
it consists chiefly of lightening the Woman's burden.
Kitchen utensils and durable tin,
Their stock Of
granite, enameled and wooden ware, enables every modern housewife
In this community to accomplish wonders with a smile.
Madam, do
you want to transform household drudgery into agreeable pastimef
Wen, next time you pass the Store come in jmd ask anybody ther"
Don't forget the Place:
to "show you."

MISS A. MUGLER

2.

Water Application Filed.
Master and Giles Master
of Ramah, McKinley county, have filed
an application with the state engineer
for 1.5 second feet from the Pescado
river for the purpose of irrigating 100

Work Is Never Dene."

Not-Wo- man's

Chapter 135, Laws of 1909, interpreted and held that the appropriations carried by that act were limited to the insurance monies men
tiotied in the title.
1.

CASE

R. Creasy

Suffragette or

Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
Ci Royal .Society, and Princess
Art CenterLinen,
Stamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

SYLLABUS.

WIN TEST

No. 1575.

"

Best Assorted Line ol

firmed.

A county officer

Guy Herbert, assessor, etc., appel
lant, vs.
Board of County Commissioners,
Chaves county, appellee, on appeal
from Chaves county.
This action was instituted in Ue
court below by appellant, who is tlie
tax assessor of Chaves county, to recover compensation for his services,
uemurrer was interposed, which was
sustained by the court. The judgment
of the court below is affirmed.
SYLLABUS.
1. The judgment of the district
court is affirmed upon the authority of
State vs. Romero, 124 Pac. 649, and
State vs. Romero, 125 Pac. 617, decid
ed by this court March 23, 1912.

"

verted the fund into the state salary
The district court awarded a
peremptory writ and the state auditor
appealed to this court.
Judgment of the court below affund.

high-grad-

SALARV QUESTION

45

No Action on Motions.

COLFAX COUNTY TO TEST POWERS

4

Furniture, Screen Doors

ceived by the mounted police. His
wife, who following divorce proceedings, was awarded the cimtody of the
child, is making every effort to locate
him. She Hays he was fond of the
west.
According to the circular,
Thompson has u police record, having
Berved at least one term, in the
He is about
Btale penitentiary.
six feet tall, has light brown hair, high
cheek bones, smell blue eyes, large
nose, large ears which stand out from
his head, and thin lips. Me is a con-- :
stunt smoker.
Vir-igini- a

COURT

;

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1911.

-

'

V' "

the Pair but less by the Year, In
Tan and Black, Bttton

More by

or Lace. Regular $5.50
and $6.00. ROUND UP
PRICE,

THE FAT, THE
LEAN,

$4.50

your choice
Regular $2.25 grade,
your choice
Regular $2.75 grade,
your choice..
Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice

...45c
70c
90c
$1.15
$1.25
$1.50
$1.75
$2.15
$2.25

Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice
Regular $4.00 grade,
your choice

IN ALL

POPULAR

Regular $3.00 grade,
your choice
Regular $3.50 grade,
your choice.
Regular $4.00 grade,
your choice

PFLUEGER

$2.25
$2.50
$2.85
LEATHERS

$2.25
$2.50
$2.85

THE SHOFLT
7HE TALL

JIND THOSE BETWEEN, WE FIT THEM eflLL !

!

m

